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I. Introduction

The full-blown trial with its due process guarantees is no longer affordable. With the rise in crime and the more cost- and labor-intensive procedures required by modern notions of due process, legislatures and courts have been giving priority to procedural economy and introducing forms of consensual and abbreviated criminal procedure to deal with overloaded dockets. In many of these procedures, it begins to look as if the prosecutor not only exercises his or her traditional charging power—which inevitably sets the parameters for sentencing—but, for all intents and purposes, bypasses the jurisdictional organ, the court, in determining the qualification of the criminal act and the appropriate punishment. In the “triumphal march of consensual procedural forms,” the banner-carrier is the prosecutor, a “standing magistrate,” who today looms over his or her “sitting” colleague in the courts both in power and importance.¹

“Consensual” procedural forms are an integral part of criminal procedure reform worldwide. They are aimed at avoiding an exhaustive and cumbersome preliminary

---


² In France and the Netherlands, judges are referred to as “sitting magistrates” and prosecutors as “standing magistrates.” In the latter country, prosecutors are openly recognized as sentencers as well. Julia Fionda, Public Prosecutors and Discretion: A Comparative Study (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), 108.
Investigation, the oral public trial with its due process guarantees, or both. In the traditionally inquisitorial civil law realm—most notably on the European continent and in Latin America—the preliminary investigation consumed the most resources and time. During this stage, an investigating magistrate or public prosecutor would prepare the centerpiece of criminal procedure, a comprehensive investigative dossier or file including all evidence that would eventually be admissible at the trial stage to prove guilt and impose sentences. In traditionally adversarial countries, such as the United States and the United Kingdom, it is the trial itself (usually by jury) that has become more costly and time-consuming, given that the pretrial investigation is usually informal, less exhaustive, and produces nothing like an inquisitorial dossier.

In the United States, the constitutionalization of the accused’s trial rights and the recognition of prohibitions on the use of illegally gathered evidence have made it more difficult to convict a defendant based on pretrial confessions or written material gathered during the preliminary investigation. The process of selecting juries has also been complicated by laudable attempts to ensure that minorities finally get to participate as lay fact finders in criminal trials. Unlike “juries” in France, Portugal, Italy, Denmark, Japan, Kazakhstan, and Germany, the classic American jury deliberates alone without the participation of the bench, and its unpredictability serves as an inducement for the prosecution to find shortcuts to judgment that ensure a conviction while giving a discount on its substantive or punitive gravity.

As reforms aimed at simplifying or eliminating the trial are instituted, legal scholars bemoan the compromise of important principles of criminal procedure, the most important of which are the principle of material truth and the legality principle, which guarantee equal application of the law by requiring the prosecution of all provable criminal offenses and a rigorous legal evaluation of the proven facts following an oral and public trial. However, complaints also focus on the increasing elimination of the court—whether a jury court, mixed court, or purely professional court—as the determiner of guilt and assessor of punishment. Because there is no trial, there is little or no judicial control of this prosecutorial power. In some of the procedures, one can say that the prosecutor actually makes the guilt determination and imposes sentences as would a judge.

The penal order appears at first glance to be the consensual mode of criminal procedure that is most controlled by the prosecutor and conforms closest to the notion of prosecutorial judging and sentencing. The penal order procedure is usually available only

---

1 See, for example, Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986).
3 In 1987, the Council of Europe urged its member states to simplify their criminal procedures. One suggested means was the introduction of penal orders, which were called “out of court settlements.” Council of Europe, Committee of Ministers, Recommendation R(87) 18, Concerning the Simplification of Criminal Justice (September 18, 1987).
in prosecutions for infractions and misdemeanors, and it involves the prosecutor sending the defendant a proposed resolution of the case that indicates the qualification of the crime and the proposed sentence, which normally may not include any deprivation of liberty. The law then gives the defendant a certain period of time to object to the order. If the penal order is not rejected, it becomes final. If the defendant voices his or her opposition to the penal order, then the case is set for trial according to the normal procedure or returned to the prosecutor. In Germany, penal orders constitute around two-thirds of all convictions. From 2004 through 2007, the percentage of all Croatian criminal cases resolved by penal orders fluctuated from 24 percent to 29.7 percent. Norway recorded 215,276 penal orders in 2001. From 2003 to 2008, the percentage of all Italian cases that went to judgment (i.e., not dismissed) that were resolved by penal order fluctuated from 8.8 percent in 2003 to a high of 12.2 percent in 2007.

In this chapter, I will first trace the history of the penal order from its earliest roots through its consolidation as a normal alternative form of procedure in Germany. I will then compare the types of penal order procedures that can be found in modern codes of criminal procedure. Likewise, I will compare penal orders with other "consensual" procedural modes that also involve considerable prosecutorial influence in determination of the level of guilt and punishment: diversion, pleas and stipulations of guilt, and abbreviated trials based on the contents of the preliminary investigation dossier. Finally, I will explore whether the penal order, originally developed as a police measure to quickly punish minor infractions, could eventually become a model for the consensual resolution of all cases, regardless of their gravity—much as plea bargaining, originally used in minor cases involving violation of the liquor laws in the United States, has now supplanted the jury trial as the preferred procedure for resolving even the most serious cases.

---


9 This should be compared with the number of guilty stipulations (patteggiamenti), which in the same time fluctuated from 15.6 percent in 2004 to a low of 13.5 percent in 2008. These statistics were provided by Dr. Emanuela Camerini, Ministero della Giustizia, Direzione Generale di Statistica. On the patteggiamento, see discussion in this chapter at III.A.1.b.

II. History of the Penal Order

The penal order likely has its origins in the late Middle Ages in inquisitorial procedures in which a judge issued a mandate to punish minor crimes that were often within the jurisdiction of the police courts. The modern penal order, however, dates to the police law of nineteenth century Prussia. During the Polish uprising of 1830 and 1831, the Prussian police needed a procedure to quickly dispose of minor criminal cases linked to political unrest. The procedure, called the “mandate procedure” or Mandatsverfahren, was finally codified in Prussian procedural law on July 17, 1846, for use in the Berlin police courts. On January 1, 1849, it was extended throughout Prussia to all proceedings before a single judge.

The original Prussian Mandatsverfahren completely bypassed the judge and was a clear case of sentencing by the executive branch. The process was first used only for infractions (Ubertretungen) that bore no possibility of deprivation of liberty, but then it was gradually extended to misdemeanors (Vergehen) and even felonies (Verbrechen), as long as the punishment imposed was no more than 150 Taler or police detention of up to six weeks (Polizeigefängnis). The accused could reject the proposed punishment before the police judge, but the police judge could not sua sponte reject the “mandate” and set the case for trial. The Prussian Mandatsverfahren was eventually adopted in nearly all the German States, and was incorporated into the Code of Criminal Procedure of the German Empire in 1877 as the penal order procedure, or Strafbefehlsverfahren. The penal order procedure was applicable to all misdemeanors before the small mixed court, with maximum penalties being a fine of 150 Reichsmark or up to six weeks’ deprivation of liberty.

During World War I, the penal order procedure was extended in Germany to all misdemeanors and to some war-related crimes that were punishable by up to a one-year deprivation of liberty. It was transformed from a police procedure to a normal alternative form of criminal procedure and was used in upwards of one-third of all cases. The defeat of Germany in World War I and the depression, unemployment, and civil strife that prevailed during the Weimar Republic led to a rise not only in petty criminality, but also terrorist crimes, thus overburdening the courts. This led to an increase in the possible term of imprisonment by penal order from six weeks to three months.

---


12 Vivell, Die Strafbefehlsverfahren, 26.

13 According to the Prussian Code of Criminal Procedure of 1852, only the prosecutor could change the terms of the order, and if the defendant refused the offer, a higher punishment could be imposed following the trial. Ibid., 27–28.

14 Ibid., 28–31.

15 Ibid., 33–34.
Around this time, the penal order was also adopted outside of Germany. The 1908 Code of Criminal Procedure for Eritrea, then an Italian colony, included a penal order procedure, or *procedimento per decreto*, which included the possibility of a short-term deprivation of liberty. In 1909, a similar procedure was also used to punish petty criminality in Messina and Reggio Calabria, which arose in the chaos following a massive earthquake. The *procedimento per decreto* finally was introduced at the national level in Italy's 1930 Code of Criminal Procedure, where the *pretore*, the investigating magistrate, could issue the order and act as "prosecutor and judge" simultaneously.

During the Third Reich, the possible punishment that could be imposed by penal order was raised to six months, and from 1930 to 1935, the procedure was used in around 77 percent of all cases. After the end of World War II, the penal order returned to its pre-Nazi form, but the maximum possible imprisonment differed depending on the zone of occupation: three months in the American and French Zones, and six months in the British and Soviet zones. With the unification of criminal procedure laws in the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany), the limit of three months' deprivation was adopted, whereas the German Democratic Republic (East Germany) maintained the limit of three months' deprivation of liberty that had applied in the Soviet occupation zone.

In the 1970s, the West German legislature amended the penal order provisions to eliminate the possibility of deprivation of liberty. The concern had been expressed that a judge—who did not have a chance to see and hear the defendant in an oral hearing, and who has before him a mere written file and the request of the prosecutor—should not be able to impose anything but a fine. However, the punitive potential of the penal order was enhanced in 1993 by an amendment that allowed suspending a prison sentence of up to one year.

In Italy, the *procedimento per decreto* took its place in the 1988 Code of Criminal Procedure along with a host of other alternative criminal procedure forms. Punishment was limited to a fine that could be reduced by up to one-half of what otherwise would have been the fine if the defendant had been convicted at trial. Although a prison sentence may not be suspended in Italy, the law does allow imposition of a prison sentence of up to six months if the defendant is able to pay the imposed fine but does not do so. In 1972, the French introduced the penal order, or *ordonnance pénale*, in relation to infractions

---

17 Ibid., 23.
18 Vivell, *Die Strafbefehlverfahren*, 36.
19 Ibid., 37.
20 Ibid., 39.
21 Ibid., 42–43.
23 Ibid., 36.
The main characteristics of the penal order are: (1) it normally applies to less serious crimes, because as a rule no deprivation of liberty may be directly imposed;17 (2) it is exclusively the prosecutor's prerogative to proceed by penal order; (3) there is no adversarial hearing or even a face-to-face meeting between prosecution and defense in court that precedes the imposition of a sentence if the defendant does not object to the penal order; (4) it is the prosecutor who decides the legal qualification of the crime and the amount of the sentence; and (5) the judge may not alter the terms of the penal order, but as with the defendant, must "take it or leave it."

In determining how the penal order compares with other consensual procedures in relation to the prosecutor's power to decide guilt and impose sentence, it is important to determine: (1) whether the defense has any input into the qualification of the crime or the assessment of punishment; (2) what constitutes the factual basis upon which the judgment following a penal order or other consensual procedure is based; (3) what is the nature of the judicial control, if any, over the procedure; and (4) whether the resolution
achieved by penal order (or other procedure) amounts to a judgment of guilt and whether it must be reasoned, as would a judgment after a full trial.

A. INFLUENCE OF THE DEFENSE, THROUGH BARGAINING, TO AFFECT THE DECISION TO PROCEED BY PENAL ORDER OR OTHER CONSENSUAL PROCEDURES

1. Bringing the Charge within the Statutory Limits for the Procedure

a. Choice between Penal Order or Diversion

Prosecutorial "sentencing" in the form of a penal order was originally only possible in the form of a fine, normally the most severe punishment allowed for an infraction. However, as many countries have decriminalized infractions and classified them as administrative violations, penal orders are now increasingly available in relation to misdemeanors or lesser felonies where it would otherwise be possible to impose a punishment of deprivation of liberty. Many countries that include the penal order in their procedural arsenal will also allow for conditional dismissals, called "diversion" in the United States, for some of the same minor offenses. In cases of diversion, it is also normally the prosecutor who determines whether diversion will be appropriate, as well as what conditions must be fulfilled for the offender to be entitled to a dismissal of the charges.

The "measures" imposed on suspects who are diverted are often similar to the punishments received following a conviction by penal order, which has led critics to impugn diversion as a procedure whereby an executive official can punish the merely suspicious and bypass the jurisdictional work of the courts. Typical conditions attached to diversion orders are restitution, payment of money to a public institution, fines, community service work, and drug or alcohol treatment. Thus, when the prosecutor chooses to proceed

18 What may be termed misdemeanors (Vergehen) in Germany, for instance, might include many offenses which would qualify as felonies in the United States, such as most drug offenses, environmental crimes, and theft and white-collar crimes, regardless of the financial loss. Marcus Dirk Dubber, "American Plea Bargains, German Lay Judges, and the Crisis of Criminal Procedure," Stanford Law Review 49 (1997): 559.

19 In the Netherlands, the crime could be punishable by up to six years; Brants, "Consensual, Abbreviated and Simplified Procedures," 204, 209; in Croatia, by up to five years; Krapac, "Consentential Procedures in Croatia," 272; and, in Norway, it could be applied in cases of burglary and theft. Strandbakken, "Penal Orders in Norway," 252. In Germany, it applies to crimes tried in the municipal courts (Amtsgericht) either by a single judge or a small mixed court, where the crimes are punishable by no more than two years' deprivation of liberty. Vivell, Die Strafstrafverfahren, 59–60. In Poland, "conviction without trial" may apply to offenses punishable by up to ten years. Maria Rogacka-Rzewnicka, "Consensual and Summary Procedures in Poland," in Thaman, World Plea Bargaining, 292.

20 Diversion applies to crimes punishable by only sixty days' deprivation of liberty in Scotland; misdemeanors punishable by up to two years in Germany; and crimes punishable by no more than three years in Croatia, Bulgaria, Poland and Chile, up to five years in France, and up to six years in the Netherlands. In both Denmark and Norway, diversion is technically applicable to all crimes. Thaman, "Typology of Criminal Procedures," 352.

by penal order, he or she is often decreeing a criminal conviction and punishment in a case where a dismissal or administrative violation would also be theoretically appropriate. In Germany, the prosecutor might even have to justify choosing a penal order in lieu of diversion in cases involving first offenders where diversion is considered to be the preferred path.\textsuperscript{16} In the Netherlands, the penal order has been recently introduced in order to toughen the traditionally lenient Dutch approach to crime in which diversion (\textit{transactie}) had been the preferred procedure of prosecutors.\textsuperscript{35}

Whether the prosecutor chooses to proceed by diversion or penal order, the court will have little or no influence in the measures or punishments imposed and, in the case of the penal order, the qualification of the charge. In general, the defendant would prefer diversion over a penal order, but he or she would likely prefer a penal order over a normal criminal prosecution, which could bring with it a sentence involving a deprivation of liberty. In white-collar prosecutions, the defendant would also prefer diversion, or even a penal order, because there is no public trial or appearance in court, and thus no bad publicity.\textsuperscript{14}

For the defense to have any influence over the prosecutor's choice, discussions or "bargaining" must occur before the prosecutor's charging decision. In the case of penal orders, the defendant only has a relatively short time to decide whether to object to the proposed resolution of the case before the penal order becomes final,\textsuperscript{19} thus making pre-charge discussions more important. Even though most codes do not expressly allow bargaining between defense and prosecution with respect to the issuance of penal orders, it has been recognized that such bargaining takes place, or at least cannot be excluded.\textsuperscript{36} Indeed, amendments to the German penal order procedures have made it possible for the prosecutor to issue a penal order after a trial has already commenced; this has been criticized as opening a wide door for plea and sentence bargaining in cases that were floundering in the trial court.\textsuperscript{37}

The ability of the defense to affect prosecutorial decision making in relation to penal orders or diversion is impeded, however, by the fact that many defendants have no right to a court-appointed lawyer. Indigent defendants in some jurisdictions may not be assigned

\textsuperscript{16} This has led to a decrease in the number of penal orders in Germany, Vivell, \textit{Die Strafbeantragsverfahren}, 72.


\textsuperscript{19} The period is seven days in Lithuania, eight days in Croatia, three to ten days in Norway, ten days in Estonia, two weeks in Germany and the Netherlands, fifteen days in Italy, twenty-eight days in Chile, and thirty days in France. Thaman, "Typology of Criminal Procedures," 340. The new Swiss Code of Criminal Procedure sets a period of ten days. StPO § 354(a) (Switz.).

\textsuperscript{36} See Thaman, "Typology of Criminal Procedures," 341.

\textsuperscript{14} Vivell, \textit{Die Strafbeantragsverfahren}, 216–27.
counsel because no judgment that includes deprivation of liberty may be imposed. 18 This has been criticized in the literature because a defendant might accept the penal order without sufficient knowledge of the circumstances. 19 An unrepresented defendant would also not be able to effectively use the bargaining possibilities inherent in the procedure. When discussions do take place between prosecution and defense before the penal order decision, the unilateral character of the prosecutorial act and the potentially coercive take-it-or-leave-it nature of the penal order are ameliorated, and the procedure comes to look more like traditional American plea bargaining.

Few French defendants reject the prosecutor’s proposed penal order, 20 which leads one to wonder if this is because of the genuinely mild sanctions offered or because the accused accepts the penal order without counsel and is thus oblivious as to whether it is in his or her own best interest. In comparison, the rejection rate in Germany in the mid-1990s was around 22 percent. 21 Regardless, today’s penal order has a much broader reach. The procedure is not limited to flagrant crimes and often gives considerable time for the prosecution and defense to talk before the prosecutor issues the penal order. In Italy, for instance, the prosecutor can use the full six months allotted for the preliminary investigation before electing the penal order procedure. 22 In Germany, the issuance of the penal order presumes a completed preliminary investigation. 23 The defendant will thus normally know that he or she is the subject of an ongoing investigation, and the defense would have the opportunity to contact the prosecutor and negotiate the terms of a penal order, including the charged offense, or even a more desirable diversion order.

b. Pre-Charge Bargaining in Relation to Guilty Pleas and Stipulations

Because pleas of guilty or stipulations to the charges 24 in the civil law realm are usually limited to misdemeanors and mid-level felonies, 25 the availability of the procedures is also conditioned by the initial charging decision of the prosecutor. As with penal orders, then, any defense influence must occur before charging — although with codified plea bargaining, appointment of counsel is mandatory in most jurisdictions before settlement discussions may be initiated. 26

One of the oldest continental European guilty-plea mechanisms is the Spanish conformidad, which permits the defendant to stipulate to the veracity of the charges if

---

18 In Germany, appointment of counsel is only required if the prosecutor wants to suspend a prison sentence of up to one year. Strafprozessordnung [StPO] [Code of Criminal Procedure] § 407(3) (Ger.).
22 Nicolucci, Il Procedimento per Decreto Penale, 67.
23 Vivell, Die Strafverfahren, 71.
24 Some provisions require a plea of guilty, others only a type of stipulation to the correctness of the charges, similar to an American plea of nolo contendere. Thaman, “Typology of Criminal Procedures,” 355–56.
25 Ibid., 347–50.
26 Ibid., 362.
the prosecuting parties request a punishment that does not include a prison sentence of more than six years. Unlike the penal order, however, the defendant is presented with the accusatory pleadings in open court and is represented by counsel when he or she decides whether to "conform" to the pleadings. If one of the prosecuting parties requests a sentence exceeding six years, the case must go to trial. This has opened the door in Spain to pre-charge bargaining between the defense and public prosecutor—and at least theoretically, with private or popular prosecutors as well.

Similar to the conformidad are the consensual procedures modeled on the Italian application for punishment upon request of the parties, nicknamed the patteggiamento or "deal," which was introduced in Italy's 1988 Code of Criminal Procedure. These procedures usually apply only to misdemeanors or lesser felonies that are punishable by terms of imprisonment falling under a certain threshold, and the defendant accrues the benefit of what in most systems is a one-third discount in punishment if the procedure is chosen. Again, if the defendant is going to influence the selection of this procedure, the initial charge must be below the statutory limitations, which means discussions and bargaining must take place before charging. In Italy, once a patteggiamento is possible—that is, the charge is within the statutory limits—then it is the choice of the defendant, and not the prosecutor, as to whether this procedure will be used. This is starkly different from the penal order procedure, which only the prosecutor can bring into motion. In systems where the aggrieved party may veto the application of the new procedure, such as in Russia, this opens up the possibility of the defense negotiating with the victim to obtain his or her consent.

Because a guilty plea in the common-law world, and in a few civil-law jurisdictions, may be accepted in relation to any charge, the kind of pre-charge negotiations that one

---

67 In Spain, the aggrieved party may file charges as a private prosecutor, and any citizen or interest group may also constitute themselves as "popular prosecutors." Therefore, the accusatory pleadings of private or popular prosecutors must also not request more than six years' deprivation of liberty.

68 A provision for "conformidad" was also included in 2002 legislation that introduced the "expedited trial" (juicio rápido). There, a conformidad is possible if the public prosecutor requests a sentence of three years or less, and the sentence will be reduced by one-third. The Spanish conformidad has been a model for new consensual procedures adopted in Argentina and other countries. Thaman, "Typology of Criminal Procedures," 345, 348–49.

69 On the existence of such bargaining in Spain and some Latin American countries with conformidad-like procedures. Ibid., 365.

Popular prosecutors are an old Roman procedure usually utilized by interest groups; a women's group might become adjoined to a rape case, for instance, or an environmental interest group might become adjoined to an environmental crime case. See Stephen Thaman, Comparative Criminal Procedure: A Casebook Approach (Durham, NC: Carolina Academic Press, 2002), 28–30.


71 Stanislaw Pomorski, "Modern Russian Criminal Procedure: The Adversarial Principle and Guilty Plea," Criminal Law Forum 17 (2006): 139. The power of the aggrieved party in charge bargaining is strengthened by the power to appeal prosecutorial decisions to dismiss charges and compel the case to be brought. Ibid., 143.

72 Seemingly unrestricted plea bargaining has been introduced in Bolivia, Costa Rica, Georgia, Honduras, Latvia, Nicaragua, and Venezuela, as well as in the Argentine provinces of Córdoba and San Juan. Thaman, "Typology of Criminal Procedures," 348.
finds in continental European systems is largely irrelevant. Although a plea offer by a prosecutor in the United States could have a “take-it-or-leave-it” quality like that of a penal order, American plea bargaining virtually presumes a defendant who has already been charged and arraigned in court and is represented by counsel. Negotiations are always possible. Yet, the extremely long prison sentences possible in the United States, and the substantial gap between minimum and maximum punishments, make the “offer” of the American prosecutor inherently coercive. Ironically, there could be more prosecutorial sentencing with less defense input in America’s wide-open plea bargain system—with its strict mandatory minimum sentences, possibility of life sentences for recidivists, and rigid and punitive sentencing guidelines—than in the “take-it-or-leave-it” form of the penal order indictment-judgment, with its tacit allowance of pre-charge bargaining, issued by European prosecutors. In the United States, the limited possibilities for judicial control of plea bargaining further strengthen the prosecutor’s ability to determine charge and sentence unilaterally.

B. THE FACTUAL BASIS OF THE PENAL ORDER

If a prosecutor can essentially impose guilt and sentence without trial, then the legitimacy of such an arrangement depends on whether there is an ascertainable factual basis for criminal liability separate from the defendant’s acceptance of the penal order or the guilty plea offer. This could be supplied by a complete antecedent preliminary investigation where the defense has access to the results, or by a confirmed arrest in flagrante, but not necessarily by a mere stipulation or plea of guilty or even by a detailed confession of the defendant, unless it could be corroborated by other evidence.

1. Importance of a Confession, an Admission of Guilt, or an Arrest in Flagrante

A confession of guilt is usually not required for the prosecutor to proceed by penal order.54 Because there is no court hearing in penal order cases, there can be no guilty plea as such. The absence of such an adversary stage of the penal order procedure has been criticized.55 In some jurisdictions, however, a confession is a prerequisite for suspending prosecution and proceeding by diversion.56 Of course, the fact of a confession, even in the absence of illegal coercion, is no guarantee that there is a factual basis for the guilt of defendant.57 One also cannot rely on a plea of guilty, much less a stipulation or plea of nolo contendere, to supply what would otherwise be an absent factual basis for a guilty judgment arrived at without any trial or testing of the prosecution’s evidence.

54 An exception is the Danish penal order procedure. Ibid., 340. 
55 Ibid., 341; Nicolucci, Il Procedimento per Decreto Penale, 117–23, 144–45. 
56 This is true in Denmark, France, Moldova, Nicaragua, and Paraguay. Thaman, “Typology of Criminal Procedures,” 334. 
In a substantial number of countries, an unconditional admission of guilt is a prerequisite for the application of guilty plea-like procedures. However, the Spanish procedure of *conformidad* and the Italian *patteggiamento* are both somewhat akin to the US plea of *nolo contendere*, for they do not require an explicit admission of guilt. They are tantamount to an expression that the defendant has no objection to—that is, he or she agrees with—the validity of the charges. American judges may even accept a guilty plea in cases where the defendant actually denies guilt of the charged offense. Thus, the defendant's choice to accept a penal order, or to plead or stipulate to the charges, can only realistically be interpreted as a desire to receive a mitigated sentence or to avoid the public glare of a full trial, and not a basis in itself for a guilty judgment. Even in the United States something more is required: a “factual basis” independent of the guilty plea.

An arrest in flagrante might be deemed to be a sufficient basis for a consensual resolution of a case that avoids a full preliminary investigation; indeed, it might be a weightier basis for skipping a trial than an admission of guilt. Penal orders developed from police law in Prussia and were probably seldom based on more than a police report of a flagrant arrest. The penal order in Italy’s 1930 Code of Criminal Procedure did not require any factual foundation for issuance, until a decision of the Italian Constitutional Court in 1966 made an interrogation of the defendant a prerequisite for its application. In many jurisdictions, the prosecutor may leapfrog over the preliminary investigation and set trial within a couple of weeks in cases where the defendant was arrested in the act of committing a crime. Of course, once the preliminary investigation has been skipped, and where the evidence is really clear, the defendant would usually prefer a consensual resolution with a statutory discount or a penal order without any deprivation of liberty.

1. The Importance of a Full Preliminary Investigation

In Germany, the penal order may theoretically only be issued after a full preliminary investigation has been completed and the prosecutor has determined that there is

1. This is true in Denmark, Poland, Bulgaria, Bolivia, Honduras, Paraguay, Venezuela, France, Georgia, Latvia, and in some Argentine provinces. Thaman, “Typology of Criminal Procedures,” 356–57.


4. See Thaman, Comparative Criminal Procedure, 43–44.
“sufficient cause” to charge.64 The defendant then has the right to full discovery of the entirety of the preliminary investigation dossier, which would enable him or her to carefully evaluate the strength of the prosecutor’s case before deciding whether to accept the penal order.65 Although the final act of the preliminary investigation in Germany envisions the interrogation of the accused by the judge of the investigation, the defendant may opt to remain silent, and no interrogation is required for the prosecutor to pursue a penal order.66 As mentioned earlier, the Italian prosecutor may use the full six months allowed for the preliminary investigation before deciding to proceed by penal order.67 But under the new Italian penal order procedure, the preliminary investigation has been substantially abbreviated, which means that a penal order might be issued in a case where further investigation might have resulted in a failure to charge or a dismissal.68 Indeed, prosecutors have been known to issue penal orders based only on the report of a crime, without conducting any official investigation into the reliability of the accusation.69

By and large, the guilty plea–stipulation systems in Europe only come into play after the completion of the preliminary investigation, which will at least ensure a plausible basis for the judge to determine whether the defendant is actually guilty, and of what offense. In common-law jurisdictions, however, the unlimited discretion given to prosecutors as to whether and how to prosecute a case, and the lack of a formal preliminary investigation, means that the assessment of a “factual basis” for a guilty plea (or, in Scotland, a “fixed penalty”) will be extremely difficult. The requirement of a factual basis for a guilty plea in the United States might simply consist of the prosecutor’s assertion on the record that he or she would have proved the allegations in the accusatory pleading.”Undoubtedly, the record of a full preliminary investigation provides a superior foundation for determining a factual basis of guilt than a confession, a guilty plea–stipulation, or an informal police investigation summarized in a

64 In Germany “sufficient cause” (hinreichender Anlass) means that a trial will not add anything to the clarification of the facts of the case. Vivell, Die Strafbehördverfahren, 76.

65 However, the German prosecutor often responds to the defendant’s request for discovery with an offer of diversion and payment of a fine, for instance, thereby inducing him to accept before he could have counsel appointed and without knowing the factual basis of the would-be charge. Hans Dachs, “Absprachen im Strafprozess-Wirksamkeit eines Rechtsmitteilverzichts” [“Agreements in the Criminal Procedure-Effectiveness of a Waiver of Appeal”], Neue Zeitschrift für Strafrecht 10 (2005): 381. Presumably, the same could happen when the prosecutor decides to proceed by penal order.

66 StPO §§ 158, 170(1) (Ger.); Vivell, Die Strafbehördverfahren, 72–74.


68 Ibid., 27–29. Since the promulgation of the 1988 Italian Code of Criminal Procedure, the preliminary investigation is no longer designed to accumulate all of the evidence that will be admissible at trial, but only that necessary to determine whether there is probable cause to charge. Thaman, Comparative Criminal Procedure, 41–42.

69 In such a case, when asked to accept or reject the penal order, the judge would have only a police report, the defendant’s birth certificate, and information about the person of the defendant. Thaman, Comparative Criminal Procedure, 67–68.

70 Dubber, “American Plea Bargains,” 552.
Prosecutorial Sentencing as a Model for Criminal Justice Reform?

C. CONTROL POWERS OF THE JUDGE

1. Judicial Power to Veto the Penal Order or Other Consensual Procedure

Although the penal order developed from a unilateral decree of the police or prosecutor in Prussia, in most countries today the judge maintains the power to reject the penal order if he or she deems it unsupported by the evidence or thinks the case should proceed to trial. In Germany, the judge must determine that there is a "probability of conviction" in order to accept the penal order, and he or she must reject it if it is clearly obvious that the evidence in the file is insufficient to justify guilt. The judge may issue the penal order or, in the alternative, either set the case for trial or return the case to the prosecutor for further investigation or dismissal. In some systems, however, the prosecutor may completely bypass the court for all practical purposes. This is the case in Norway, Lithuania, and Scotland (with fixed penalties), and it appears to be the situation in the Netherlands, too. Regardless, the judge may not change the terms of the penal order. By issuing the order, the prosecutor is performing a quasi-judicial function by determining the charge for which the defendant will be convicted and the punishment. If the penal order is accepted, as it usually is, then the accusatory pleading becomes the judgment—this is its dual nature. When the prosecutor's charge and requested punishment is converted into a binding judgment of guilt, prosecutorial sentencing is an undeniable reality.

If the defendant rejects a judicially approved penal order, a problem arises when the penal order judge becomes the trial judge. Because the judge has already determined that there is a "probability of conviction," one would think that the judge would be disqualified from sitting at trial; after all, he or she has already prejudged the facts of the case. But German law does not prevent the trial judge from making pretrial assessments of the weight of the evidence. In Italy, however, it is the judge of the preliminary hearing who

---
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approves penal orders, and if the defendant does not accept it, another judge will always be the trial judge.77

In the United States, judicial participation in plea bargaining is frowned upon in many jurisdictions because it is feared that it will compromise the judge's impartiality and put too much pressure on defendants to deal.78 This is especially the case when the bargaining judge acts as trial judge. Moreover, the charging power and the power to dismiss are generally comfortably in the hands of the American prosecutor. In the United States, if a judge accepts a negotiated plea and punishment, the bargained-for punishment must be imposed. In some countries, however, the judge plays an active role in the guilty plea systems and may reject a proposed settlement and set the case for a full-blown trial.79 This involvement may make sense, as Jenia Iontcheva Turner has argued convincingly:

[A] judge's early input into plea negotiations can render final disposition more accurate and procedurally just. Judges can provide a neutral assessment of the merits of the case and prod [the] defense attorney or prosecutor to accept a fairer resolution. They can offer a more accurate estimate of expected post-plea and post-trial sentences, and make it more transparent and more acceptable to the public.80

2. Judicial Role in Assessing Guilt

The Italian "abbreviated trial" is really a mini-trial in which the judge has complete control over the question of guilt. Similar procedures have also been introduced in parts of Latin America and in the former Soviet Baltic republics.81 To the extent that the judge in penal order procedures actually has an investigative dossier upon which to assess the sufficiency of the evidence, the procedure is similar to a "trial on the file." The difference, of course, is that the judge may not acquit, but may only reject the penal order and return the case to the investigating magistrate.

In the case of the Spanish conformidad and some other procedures based on acceptance of the pleadings, the judge may actually acquit the defendant if there are substantive or procedural reasons in the investigative dossier for doing so.82 In Russia, however, the Supreme Court has ruled that a judge may only refuse to apply the "special procedure,"

79 This is true with the conformidad in Spain, and similar procedures in some Argentine provinces, as well as with the consensual procedures in Bulgaria, Guatemala, Bolivia, Chile, Estonia, France, Georgia, Latvia, and Moldova. Thaman, "Typology of Criminal Procedures," 360–61.
81 Thaman, "Typology of Criminal Procedures," 382.
82 This is true in relation to the Italian pasteggiamiento, and the consensual procedures of some Argentine provinces, Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Latvia. Ibid., 367.
rather than acquit the defendant, in cases where there is a doubt as to guilt. In Italy, the judge may dismiss a case based upon a determination that the punishable act was not committed, the defendant did not commit it, or the act committed does not constitute the offense. But if the judge thinks the evidence is “insufficient” or “contradictory,” the case must be returned to the prosecutor.

3. The Nature of the Judgment

a. Is There a Finding of Guilt?

In most countries with penal orders, the court pronounces a judgment that includes a finding of guilt. Up until 1987, the German penal order was characterized as having the “effect of a final judgment,” but scholars disputed whether the imposition of punishment was really a judgment of guilt or instead a type of confirmation of probable cause. To put it more pejoratively, some depicted the penal order as allowing punishment based on mere suspicion (Verdachtsstrafe). The code does not explain what degree of proof is required for the judge to issue a penal order, but phrases the burden in the negative: “If the judge deems the accused not to be sufficiently suspicious he should reject the issuance of a penal order.” The burden of proof (hinreichend verdächtig) is the same required for the prosecutor to charge, yet not enough to convict beyond a reasonable doubt. “Sufficient suspicion” has been described as a state of evidence that gives rise to a “probability of conviction.”

With amendments to the code in 1987, the penal order judgment now is “the same as a final judgment.” But if the penal order still functions simultaneously as both charging document and judgment, the judge is faced with the perplexing task of making a finding of probable cause and proof beyond a reasonable doubt based on the same state of the evidence. Again, the German Code of Criminal Procedure states that the judge is to reject the penal order if sufficient suspicion is lacking in the preliminary investigation dossier, which is the same standard for refusing to set trial under the normal procedure. But the judge can also refuse the penal order and set trial if he disagrees with the legal qualification of the defendant’s acts or the proposed sentence, or if he “has doubts that he can make the appropriate decision without hearing the evidence at trial.”

---
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judge issues the penal order based on sufficient suspicion and the defendant does not object, the judge must then decide whether the evidence persuades him beyond a reasonable doubt. 93

In Germany, the judge's inner conviction, based on "free evaluation of the evidence," must be gained in an "oral and immediate trial" 94 and not merely on the written documents contained in the dossier of the preliminary investigation. For this reason, Mark Geis contends that the guilt-finding in a penal order judgment is not based on the same type of free evaluation of the evidence required in a normal trial. He posits a system with two different procedural models: (1) a full oral trial in which the judge assesses guilt beyond a reasonable doubt based on free evaluation of the evidence for cases in which the goal of punishment is retribution and general deterrence (protection of future victims); and (2) a procedure without a trial based on an "ascription of guilt" in which free evaluation of the evidence is not fully possible, the consent of the defendant is necessary, and the goal of the procedure is rehabilitation and resocialization of the defendant. 95 In a similar vein, Stefano Ruggeri suggests that the judgment issuing from a penal order in Italy reflects a "quasi-intuitive" or "impressionistic" sense of justice, based on a "verisimilitude" of penal responsibility. 96

b. Must Reasons Be Given for the Guilt-Finding?

In the common-law tradition, judges generally do not have to give reasons for the judgments they issue, even if the judge is sitting alone as trier of fact without a jury. Moreover, judges in common-law countries do not need to write a reasoned judgment when accepting a guilty plea. The guilty plea is itself sufficient in order to render judgment. By contrast, civil-law jurisdictions generally require that judicial decisions be accompanied by reasons, which is especially true for judgments of criminal convictions. 97 In some countries, such as France, exception is made for judgments that result from penal orders. 98 But even where judgment reasons are required for penal orders, they are usually of a skeletal variety, especially in those jurisdictions that do not require a full preliminary investigation. 99 Indeed, according to one critic, the judge issuing a penal order in Italy lacks sufficient material to actually articulate the type of judgment reasons required by the Italian code. 100

Most modern European or Latin American guilty plea-like arrangements require that judges give reasons to justify the finding of guilt and the imposition of a particular

---
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With the Italian patteggiamento, the judgment reasons are much simpler than those required following a normal trial and focus mainly on appraising the congruity of the sentence with the facts of the case. The Italian Constitutional Court rejected a challenge to the procedure based on its lack of a clear judgment of guilt. The Court emphasized that a judgment after trial must contain a "concise exposition of the reasons in fact and law upon which the decision is based," but that the judgment following a patteggiamento was "obviously minimized" and need only consist of "excluding the existence within the contents of the file of elements which negate responsibility or punishability," in other words, making sure the defendant was not innocent. A lesser version of a reasoned judgment is allowed in other countries as well.

IV. Conclusion: Can the Penal Order Be a Model for General Criminal Justice Reform?

Since the Enlightenment and the rebellion against written inquisitorial procedure, one of the most unshakeable principles of criminal procedure is that the guilt or innocence of the accused must be litigated in a public oral trial before the trier of fact, in which the defendant has the right to present evidence and challenge the evidence presented by the state. Yet the grand march of consensual procedures has now made the full trial seem a relic of the past, the glamorous public costume of a system that increasingly works in the dark, fashioning judgments that are bereft of the trappings of due process. The most "inquisitorial" of all of these consensual procedural forms is the penal order, where the same executive official can investigate the case, draft the accusatory pleading, and determine guilt, while scarcely even invoking the jurisdiction of the judicial branch. The penal order seems to be prosecutorial sentencing par excellence, acceded to only because of the relatively minor punishments that can be applied.

In turn, the patteggiamento and similar procedures have been criticized for leading to the "inevitable corruption of jurisdiction, police-state contamination of procedure, the style of evidence and the trial and the consequential loss of political or external legitimacy of the judicial power." In short, they are "the most perverse innovation of the new regime which contradicts the whole panoply of penal and procedural rights" and in essence constitute a return to "inquisitorial incommunicado interrogation of the suspect by police and prosecutor which, coupled with new consensual forms, will constitute the entire trial like in old inquisitorial times."

103 In Croatia, the court need only state "the circumstances that were taken into consideration in imposing punishment" and base the "judgment" on the facts in the investigative dossier. Krapac, "Consensual Procedures in Croatia," 276.
104 Ferrajoli, Diritto e Ragione, 625, 657, 773.
Although a similar disdain for German confession bargaining, or *Absprachen*, and other consensual forms was quite apparent from the time the practice was revealed in the 1980s, many of the same critics have begun to find a silver lining in the doctrinal cloud of procedural economy. They have suggested enacting a new code of criminal procedure that would provide for different procedures for those who contest guilt and those who accept it. Under the constitutional rubric of “rule-of-law-state,” those who deny guilt would be able to demand a trial with all due process guarantees. But Germany’s constitutional status as a “social state” would also tolerate a procedure that aims for compromise and avoidance of social conflict, thereby supporting negotiated justice. These reformers have agreed that the old values such as the search for truth and the legality principle are no longer attainable (if they ever were), and that they should be replaced by notions of fairness and consensus, cooperation instead of confrontation. In a similar way, Geis has sought to justify the reduced due process guarantees by claiming that the prosecutor who seeks a penal order is renouncing the retributive goal of criminal procedure in favor of one of resocialization “with a breath of repression.” The goal of the procedure would no longer be retributive or deterrent, based on, respectively, protecting the interests of the victim or the interests of future victims. Instead, it would be aimed at reintegrating the defendant into society. Punishments would be seen as “wake-up calls” (Denkmittelstrafen) and would be based on a lesser level of factual underpinnings than retributive procedures that require a full trial.

The attempted justification of criminal convictions based on less than proof beyond a reasonable doubt is certainly radical. But it pales in comparison to the idea that the penal order—a procedure without any adversarial oral trial, where the only confrontation with the evidence is in the preliminary investigation—could be a model for a new criminal procedure applicable to all offenses, felonies as well as misdemeanors and infractions. According to this concept, the preliminary investigation would again become the centerpiece of criminal procedure, as it was in the dark inquisitorial times. Instead of being a secret procedure, however, where an inquisitor coerces confessions and pedantically assembles evidence in a written dossier, it would become an adversarial mini-trial in itself.

---


in which the defense would have a chance to cross-examine state witnesses and experts, make evidence motions, and thus acquire full disclosure of the strengths and weaknesses of the state’s case. The evidence gathering would be in front of a preliminary investigation judge—not the inquisitorial investigating magistrate or prosecutor—who would decide issues affecting the constitutional rights of the defendant and preside over the preservation of evidence, ensuring the defendant’s right to confront witnesses and question them in a sort of pretrial deposition.

At the close of this cloistered adversarial mini-trial, the prosecutor would assess the evidence and propose a judgment in the form of a penal order, including a description of the acts imputed to the defendant, their legal qualification, and the punishment he or she thinks the defendant legally deserves. Here, the prosecutor becomes the “lower court of justice” in all cases, not just the misdemeanors and infractions to which penal orders are usually limited. The defendant could still reject the penal order and appeal to the “higher” normal courts and request a full trial, but many of the objections to the penal order procedure will have been answered. There will have been a full preliminary investigation before a judge and thus a factual basis for the penal order. There would be no duplication of the taking of evidence, as the defendant’s confrontation rights were guaranteed by the adversarial nature of the pretrial questioning. It has also been suggested that defense participation in an adversarial preliminary investigation would induce confessions of guilt and a quicker road to rehabilitation.

The idea of using a type of penal order procedure in all cases, following an adversarial preliminary examination in the form of a mini-trial before a neutral judge, was the subject of heated debate at the 2004 meeting of the German Lawyer’s Association. The final decision will probably have to await the promulgation of a new German Code of Criminal Procedure to replace the current one, which dates from 1877. But whenever it comes, the decision could have repercussions across Europe and, indeed, around the globe.

---
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